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Tailored for Women: New LOMSEN jacket and BORGVIK pants 

 Tailored for female rider 
 Waterproof and breathable, offered at a sensational price point 
 Includes a 3-year warranty 

(Mustasaari, Finland, April 10th, 2024) Swedish heritage brand Lindstrands presents its 2024 collection, 
featuring a diverse range of garments tailored specifically for female riders. Among the highlights are the 
new LOMSEN Jacket and BORGVIK Pants. 

The LOMSEN WOMAN is a mid-length touring jacket available in black with silver highlights. Packed with 
features including ventilation on the chest and back (utilizing an "open back" design), a detachable thermo-
lining vest, DRYWAY drop-liner membrane, adjustable waist, and CE AA certification, all offered at €189. 

Complementing the jacket are the BORGVIK PANTS WOMAN. These trousers boast two cargo pockets, a 
detachable thermo-lining, DRYWAY drop-liner membrane, adjustable waist, and CE AA certification, 
available in regular D-sizes and priced at €179. 

Crafted with innovative all-weather technology and designed for adventure, both the jackets and pants 
offer a waterproof and breathable construction featuring 600D HI-TENACITY PE WEAVE. They come 
equipped with a range of technical features including adjustable pockets, CE-certified level 1 protectors, air 
vents on the chest and back, and a long connection zipper for added convenience and safety. 

Available in a wide size range from 34 to 50 for jackets and 34 to 48/D20-D25 for pants, these products 
provide the perfect blend of comfort, functionality, and security for female riders. 
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Highlights at glance: 

 

Lindstrands LOMSEN Jacket 

All Weather Tech | Adventure 
 Waterproof and breathable touring jacket 
 Constructed with 600D HI-TENACITY PE 

WEAVE 
 Dryway functional membrane as drop-liner 
 Detachable thermo-lining vest for added 

versatility 
 Air vents on chest for enhanced ventilation 
 Innovative open back concept for improved 

airflow 
 Adjustable waist for a personalized fit 
 CE certified to class AA  
 Available in sizes 34-50 
 Adjustable pockets for convenience 
 CE certified, level 1 protectors for enhanced 

safety 
 Can be supplemented with a back protector 

for added safety 
 Long connection zipper to pants for a secure 

fit 
 Price: 189 EUR 

Lindstrands BORGVIK pants 

All Weather Tech | Adventure 
 Waterproof and breathable pant 
 Material: 600D HI-TENACITY PE WEAVE 
 Dryway functional membrane as drop-liner 
 Detachable thermo-lining 
 CE certified to class AA 
 Adjustable (pockets), CE certified, level 1 

protectors 
 Long connection zipper to jacket 
 Available sizes for Women: Black 34-48/D20-

D25 
 Price: 179 EUR 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Media contact: 

For further information, hi-res pictures, or interview requests please contact: 

Marc Lenze 
Phone: +49 (0) 160 98 53 28 11 
Marc.lenze@duell.eu 


